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Key points

What is transit?
Evolution of legal concept and principles of

transit
Transit under GATT/WTO
Energy transit under ECT
Summary
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Cross-border energy infrastructures
 Types:
 Oil & gas pipelines & Power lines

– On-land
– Submarine

 Special category - Transit
States concerned:
 Suppliers including

– Land-locked States
 Consumer States
 Transit States
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What is transit?

 General Agreement on Tariffs & Transit (1947)
 Definition: “transit across the territory of a contracting

party when the passage across such territory… is only a
portion of a complete journey beginning and terminating
beyond the frontier of the contracting party across
whose territory the traffic passes”
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Relevant international instruments
General conventions:

– 1921 Barcelona Convention & Statute on Freedom of
Transit

– 1947 GATT (replaced by 1994 GATT/WTO Treaty)
– 1965 Convention on Transit Trade of Land-Locked

States
– 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
– 1994 Energy Charter Treaty (ECT)

Special transit agreements (pipeline-specific)
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Transit: 1921 Barcelona Convention & Statute

General rules related to transit
Not applicable to pipelines, but…
Main provisions:

– ‘Non-discrimination’ (Arts. 2, 3 and 4)
– ‘Reasonable transit tariffs’ (Art. 4)
– ‘Non-deviation’ from the conventional provisions, except in

case of an emergency affecting the safety or the vital
interests of the transit State (Art. 7)
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Transit: 1947 GATT, Art. V
 Applies to the transit of goods (“traffic in transit”)
 Transit States’ obligations regarding

– “non-discrimination” (para. 2),
– imposition of “reasonable charges and regulations” (para. 3),
– “exemption” from customs duties and all other transit duties or

charges (with some exceptions with respect to transportation
charges, administrative expenses, or costs of services)

 Art V incorporates a “most-favoured-nation treatment” clause with
respect to all charges, regulations and formalities in connection with
transit, as well as with respect to products, which have been in transit
through the territory of any contracting party

 New GATT/WTO Agreement adopted in 1994 did not introduce any
changes to the provisions of Art V

 The freedom of transit under Art V reflects to a large extent the
principles embodied in the 1921 Barcelona Convention
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Transit Trade of Land-Locked States
 1965 Convention:

– Objective: access to the high seas for LLS
– Does not immediately apply to pipelines
– Parties may agree to include pipelines and gas lines
– Main provisions: ‘freedom of transit’, ‘non -discrimination’,

‘non-interruption’ (except in cases of force majeure )
 1982 UNCLOS:
 Part X (Arts. 124-135): the right of access & transit of

LLS to & from the sea
 LLS and transit States may, by agreement between

them, include as means of transport pipelines
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Regime of submarine pipelines & cables
 Well-established & governed by customary int’l law &

1982 UNCLOS
 Includes, inter alia
 A general right of all Sates to lay submarine cables &

pipelines on the continental shelf (including EEZ) of
third states

 An obligation of the coastal State not to impede the
laying or maintenance of cables & pipelines

 A coastal State’s right to take reasonable measures with
respect to the exploration & exploitation of the CS &
protection of the marine environment

 Requirement to obtain the consent of the coastal State
regarding the delineation of the course
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1994 Energy Charter Treaty - Article 7
 Applies to “through-transit”
 Reference to “Freedom” of transit
 ‘Necessary measures to facilitate’ [Art. 7(1)]
 Obligation to encourage ‘relevant entities’ to co-operate in

modernising, developing & operating  transit facilities, to mitigate
supply interruptions [Art. 7(2)]

 ‘Non-discrimination’ [Art. 7(3)]
 Obligation not to place obstacles in the way of new capacity being

established [Art. 7(4)]
 Exceptions to Art. 7 [Art. 7(5)]
 Non-interference with transit of energy materials & products
Art. 7(6)
 Unique dispute settlement mechanism –compulsory conciliation
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ECT: Draft Transit Protocol
 April 1998 - ECT Conference: Transit working group
 Finalised draf - 2003
 Main objectives:
 To ensure secure, efficient, uninterrupted & unimpeded

transit
 To promote transparent & non-discriminatory access to & use

of present & future Energy Transport Facilities
 To facilitate the construction, modification & operation of

ETFs
 To minimise the harmful environmental impacts of transit
 To promote the prompt and effective settlement of disputes
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Draft Transit Protocol: What’s New?

 Emphasis on enforceability of transit agreements
 Prevention of [unlawful] taking of energy materials
 Transit capacity utilisation: obligation to negotiate in good

faith & reasonable explanation for refusing access
 Controversial issues

– Long-term security of transit arrangements (a “right of first refusal”
for the incumbent shippers)

– EU transit regime (a clause on regional economic integration
organisation)

– Determination of transit tariffs
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Pipeline-specific international instruments

 1941 Convention on the Construction of Oil
Pipelines (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, and
Uruguay)

 1977 Agreement on Transit Pipelines (USA-Canada)
 BTC pipeline: One intergovernmental agreement

involving all states of the pipeline project – (Azer.,
Georgia, Turkey) + agr’s between host states & a
consortium
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Summary: Established or Emerging Legal Principles

 To summarise:
 Freedom of transit in the field of energy transport – actual

scope of the principle and nature of states’ obligations - no
unequivocal answer

 However – the following obligations are generally accepted:
– Non-discrimination
– Non-interference for political or economic reasons
– Non-interruption
– Fair and reasonable tariffs
– Notification in cases of emergencies
– Mutual assistance
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Main Legal Issues
 Surface rights (rights of way) [“eminent domain”]
 Ownership (different combinations)
 “Dedicated pipelines” (producers or off-takers)
 Capacity allocation & Third Party Access (TPA)
 Tariffs & transit fees (tariff – a user charge paid to the

owner of a pipeline; “transit fee” is a negotiated
compensation or tax paid to the transit country)

 Transit (non-diversion & non-interruption)
Metering & measuring
 Safety & operational standards & inspection
 Dispute resolution: choice of forum & law
 Abandonment


